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1 Introduction

Abstract: Recent advances in colloidal synthesis of
nanocrystals have enabled high-quality high-efficiency
light-emitting diodes, displays with significantly broader
color gamut, and optically-pumped lasers spanning the
whole visible regime. Here we review these colloidal platforms covering the milestone studies together with recent developments. In the review, we focus on the devices
made of colloidal quantum dots (nanocrystals), colloidal
quantum rods (nanorods), and colloidal quantum wells
(nanoplatelets) as well as those of solution processed perovskites and phosphor nanocrystals. The review starts
with an introduction to colloidal nanocrystal photonics
emphasizing the importance of colloidal materials for
light-emitting devices. Subsequently, we continue with the
summary of important reports on light-emitting diodes,
in which colloids are used as the color converters and
then as the emissive layers in electroluminescent devices.
Also, we review the developments in color enrichment and
electroluminescent displays. Next, we present a summary
of important reports on the lasing of colloidal semiconductors. Finally, we summarize and conclude the review
presenting a future outlook.

Since the end of the 20th century, we have been witnessing
the advance of electronics and photonics in a mutual relation. The developments in one field clearly contribute to
further developments in the other. An important binding
force of this relation has been the research on emerging
materials including in all disciplines of materials science,
chemistry, physics, and electrical engineering. Thanks to
these multidisciplinary efforts at a global scale, today we
have very sophisticated optoelectronic devices, for example, luminaries, displays, sensors, imaging tools, etc. Especially within the last two decades, significant contributions to photonics have come from the science and technology of semiconductor colloids [1–6] leading to today’s
commercial devices [7, 8] made of colloidal semiconductor nanoparticles. Some of the attractive features of these
colloidal materials can be listed as their high quantum efficiencies, precisely controllable emission colors, narrow
emission bandwidths, large absorption cross sections, improved stabilities, cost-effectiveness, and abundance [9].
Among the devices involving colloidal materials, in this
review we focus on the light-emitting devices, in particular, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), displays, and lasers
in which colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs),
rods (also known as nanorods), and wells (also known
as nanoplatelets, NPLs) along with perovskites and phosphor nanocrystals are utilized. Here, we summarize early
milestone works and recent important advancements on
these topics for each device.
LEDs were one of the first devices utilizing colloidal
semiconductor nanoparticles, which offer spectral tuning
in white light generation along with high efficiencies and
high quality lighting for indoor [10] and outdoor [11] lighting applications. In LEDs, colloidal nanoparticles were
employed as both color converters typically on epitaxially grown LEDs and as emissive layers of electroluminescent devices. In the LEDs employing colloidal nanoparticles as color converters, the color-conversion layer is,
in general, prepared by blending the colloidal material
within a polymeric encapsulation matrix and placed on
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top of a near-ultraviolet (near-UV) or blue-emitting LED
chip that subsequently excites the colloidal semiconductors in the film. In the electroluminescent devices, the
colloidal materials were usually sandwiched between layers of hole injection and transport, and layers of electron
injection and transport. Electroluminescence is obtained
through the radiative recombination of injected electrons
and holes within the colloidal semiconductor material. A
major advantage of using colloidal materials in both colorconverting and electroluminescent LEDs comes from their
narrow-band emission spectra allowing for quality whitelight-emitting devices. As a result, high color rendition performance along with high photometric efficiency can be
realized at the same time [12]. In addition, due to the rising concerns regarding the supply of rare-earth ion based
phosphors [13], colloidal semiconductor materials have
stepped forward in recent years [14] since they can be synthesized from abundant materials having supply chains
more immune to political tensions.
Similar to lighting, colloidal materials have been investigated in displays as color converters and also as active electroluminescence layers. Their use in displays for
lighting inherits significant similarities; however, the use
of colloidal materials in displays poses additional advantages. First of all, purer colors (in other words, more saturated colors in color science terms) can be realized as a
result of significantly narrow band edge emission of the
colloidal materials. These pure colors obtained from colloids increase the range of colors that can be defined by
the display [15], which is also known as the color gamut.
When these materials are utilized as color converters, they
are in general integrated on a blue LED chip as in the case
of lighting applications or as a remote color converter in
a glass tube on the periphery of the optical back plane
or in a plastic film on the back plane of the display away
from LEDs. The generated light then passes through polarizers, color filters, and liquid crystals to obtain the desired
color controlled at individual pixel level [16]. The use of
the colloidal materials as active emissive layers in electroluminescent devices, on the other hand, requires pixelated
formation of the LEDs. In these displays, there is no need
to use color filters or polarizers, which block a significant
amount of light leading to decreased efficiencies and heating, if single colored LEDs controlled at individual pixel
levels are employed.
The application of the colloidal materials in lasers has
also attracted significant attention because these materials enable color control of the laser by size and composition tuning of the colloidal material. Furthermore, significant cost reductions compared with conventional methods
can be realized if electroluminescent solid-state lasers of

colloids can be developed. However, in contrast to LEDs
and displays, the problems that need to be overcome to
realize colloidal lasers are more serious. Since the lasers
operate in the nonlinear regime in which the population
inversion of electrons and holes is required, suppression
of all the loss mechanisms including Auger recombination
and surface traps and increasing the stability of the emitters are of significant importance [17]. Therefore, developing lasers involving colloidal emitters takes more effort but
it is also an open field for further improvements. To date,
no electrically driven laser of colloidal materials could be
presented; however, a wide variety of lasers with optical
excitation have already been reported for QDs, nanorods,
NPLs, and perovskites.

2 Color-converting colloidal
materials for lighting
High-quality lighting requires the optimization of various
performance metrics including the ability to render the
real colors of the objects along with a strong overlap of
the emission spectrum with the eye sensitivity function
and a warm white shade [15]. The color rendition capability of the light sources is, in general, evaluated using
color rendering index (CRI). The worst color rendition performance is quantified with −100 while the perfect performance is 100. In addition to the color rendition performance of the light source, it is also important to maximize the fraction of the light produced by the light source
that can be perceived by the human eye. Even if the emitter is quantum mechanically very efficient, it might not
have any meaning as a light source for general lighting applications in the case that the optical power is wasted in
the spectral regime where the human eye is not sensitive.
Therefore, overlap of the emission spectrum with the human eye sensitivity function is very crucial for efficient illumination. This overlap is quantified using luminous efficiency (LE) of the optical radiation (LER), which takes
values >350 lm/Wopt for high-efficiency light sources. The
electrical efficiency of the light source is also an important
parameter for the performance of a light source. This metric is typically evaluated using the LE (sometimes also referred to as power efficiency), which is basically the product of LER and the power conversion efficiency. Current
phosphor based LEDs reach LEs >140 lm/Welect [18] while
reaching an LE of 100 lm/Welect is still a challenge for colloidal material integrated white LEDs. Another important
parameter in the white light source design is its shade. In
general, a warm white shade is preferable over a cool white
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light for indoor use. This feature of the light source is evaluated using correlated color temperature (CCT). A warm
white light source has a CCT below 4500 K while a cool
white light source has higher CCTs. For detailed information on these metrics and their simultaneous optimization
the reader can refer to a previous review on the color science of colloidal semiconductors [15].
The optimization of all these metrics at the same time
is not trivial and needs careful control of the light source
spectrum. Colloidal materials having narrow band emission such as semiconductor QDs, NPLs, and perovskites
help to solve this problem since they allow for spectral
tuning. Within this framework, we studied the necessary
conditions for high photometric efficiency lighting using
QD color converters on LEDs [12] and found that the red
color component is especially important. The peak emission wavelength of this color component should be at 620
nm, its full width at half-maximum should be as narrow as
possible (ideally <30 nm), and it should be the most dominant color component of the LED spectrum. On the other
hand, the blue color component should be the weakest
component in the emission spectrum. Based on these theoretical findings we carried out an experimental demonstration of a high-quality QD integrated white LED [10].
In this work, CdSe/ZnS QDs embedded into poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) were employed as color converters on blue LED chips. By carefully controlling the QD
amount, we optimized the photometric performance and
obtained a CRI ~90 and LER >350 lm/Wopt at a CCT <3000 K
(Fig. 1(a), also see Table 1 for a summary of the LED performances covered in this review).
Later in 2011 Kim et al. addressed the degradation
problem of the QD intensity when embedded within a polymer matrix [19]. This is an important problem for efficient
light sources because decreasing quantum efficiencies of
the QDs directly affect the LE of the LED since different QDs
age at different rates; this constitutes a difficult problem
for maintaining the operating point of the LED over time
in terms of its photometric figure of merits. These authors
also proposed UV irradiation of the QDs in a thermally curable polymer mixture following thermal treatment. It was
observed that the emission intensities of the core/shell
QDs and core/multishell QDs increase to 230% and 180%
of the initial level, respectively. To identify the underlying effect, the transmission electron microscopy images
of the hybrid films before and after UV treatment were
taken. The images show that UV treatment helps the QDs
to be distributed uniformly inside the film while the QDs
were rather randomly distributed prior to UV irradiation
(Fig. 1(b)). In addition, the authors state that UV treatment
allows for better surface passivation of the QDs leading

to higher quantum efficiencies. Based on these findings,
the authors blended red-emitting QDs with green-yellow
phosphors inside the same polymer matrix. Following the
UV treatment, a significant improvement in the red color
content of the LED was observed and CRI of the white LED
increased from 87.2 to 91.0. In 2014 Liang et al. developed
controllable incorporation of the QDs into poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) matrix to obtain flexible color converters [20].
In this work, single color QDs (green, yellow, orange, and
red) were blended within PVA solution to obtain negatively
charged QD cluster suspensions. Subsequently, these QDs
were assembled in a layer-by-layer fashion on a polyethylene terephthalate substrate using MgAl-NO3 layered double hydroxides. The quantum efficiencies of these films
were ~70% of their initial efficiencies. Green-emitting and
red-emitting films were placed on a blue LED chip to realize a white LED, which exhibited a CRI of 92 at a correlated
color temperature of 3442 K.
Another important design parameter for highefficiency QD-white LEDs is the way that the QDs are
assembled on the blue LEDs. In this previous work, we
computationally showed that blending the QDs of different colors and forming their films cause inefficient performance [21]. These calculations revealed that the best
performance can be obtained if the QDs are carefully assembled on a blue LED in a way that the red-emitting
QDs remain on the bottom and the green-emitting QDs
constitute the top layer. Assembling the QDs in the reversed order (or blending them, for the same matter) is
found to decrease the overall efficiency of the film due to
self-absorption effect. Based on this idea, Zhao et al. fabricated a QD-integrated white LED and demonstrated that
blending the QDs exhibited 30% less LE compared with
the layered architecture (Fig. 1(c)) [22]. Another solution
to the reabsorption problem is the utilization of doped
QDs in which the dopant emission can only be obtained
through the excitation of the high-energy band gap host
QD. In these materials, the dopant emission cannot be reabsorbed by the QD itself, therefore, the self-absorption
effects are significantly reduced. Recently, Zhang et al.
have used this idea to fabricate a white QD-integrated LED
using Cu doped CdS/ZnSe core/shell QDs in which Cu is
doped in the CdS core [23]. This LED reached a CRI of 92 at
a CCT of 5854 K. A similar methodology was followed by
Xuan et al. to fabricate white LEDs [24]. In this work, the
researchers doped the ZnS shell of the CdS/ZnS core/shell
QD and employed these QDs as color converters together
with a green-yellow phosphor on white LEDs. This LED
exhibited an LE of 46.5 lm/Welect , a CRI of 90, and a CCT
of 6591 K.
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It is a well known fact that the QD emission intensity
weakens [25] when strong optical excitation is applied due
to issues related to photostability or when the QDs are subjected to high temperatures due to thermal droop, which is
the case for the QDs integrated on high-power LEDs. To address this problem, researchers from Samsung proposed
the integration of QDs into silica monoliths [26]. Prior to
this cited work, the Stöber method has been successfully
applied to semiconductor nanoparticles [27]; however, the
decrease in the quantum efficiencies was inevitable [26].
Instead of the Stöber method, Jun et al. suggested homogenous doping of QDs into silica monoliths (Fig. 1(d)),
which was shown to protect the initial quantum efficiency
of the QDs. These silica monoliths, whose external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) were recorded at 89%, were then
integrated on to a blue LED. The stability of the silica
monoliths was tested on a near-UV LED under high current operation. The QDs within silica monoliths maintained their initial intensity for a long time (>150 h) while
the QDs in silicone film significantly degraded. With the
same motivation, Yoo et al. uniformly incorporated QDs
into 100 nm sized silica nanoparticles [28]. The QD-to-QD
distance in these nanoparticles was longer than 14 nm,
which weakens the nonradiative energy transfer between
the QDs by avoiding excitonic sink in the defected QD subpopulation and keeps the overall quantum efficiency at
a higher level. Furthermore, the phenylethyl groups attached to silica nanoparticles that are compatible with the
silicone encapsulants resulted in improved light extraction from their white LEDs. A proof-of-concept white QDLED was prepared by hybridizing these QDs with a yellowemitting phosphor. The final device exhibited an LE of
58.2 lm/Welect and a CRI of 81.8 while the original QDintegrated LED had an LE of 39.6 lm/Welect and a CRI of
78.1. In addition, the stability of the LED with QDs in the
silica nanoparticles retained 95% of the initial intensity
while the LED with original QDs kept 91% of its original
intensity.
In 2012, Otto et al. addressed this stability problem
with a simple but innovative approach [29]. In this work,
the researchers incorporated aqueous QDs into ionic salts
such as NaCl and KCl simply by slowly evaporating the water of the salt solution-QD dispersion mixture. At the end
of the crystallization process, the authors obtained cmsized macrocrystals of QDs (Fig. 1(e)) with significantly improved photostability compared with bare QDs. A proof-ofconcept white LED was subsequently prepared. Kalytchuk
et al. applied the same idea to CdTe QDs by using NaCl as
the host matrix and prepared single-color LEDs spanning
the whole visible regime [33]. They showed that the quantum efficiency of the CdTe QDs improves after incorpora-

tion into salt matrix. Later, Müller et al. showed that the
quantum efficiency of the QDs in the salt macrocrystals is
strongly dependent on the crystallization speed [34] and
it can exceed that of the QDs in dispersion if the salt crystallization is slow enough. Another recent work reported
the co-immobilization of gold nanoparticles and CdTe QDs
in sucrose crystals (Fig. 1(f)) and showed efficiency enhancement of the QDs (by 58%) via plasmonic interaction [30]. However, all these demonstrations of QD macrocrystals required the utilization of aqueous QDs. This,
therefore, necessitated a ligand exchange procedure if
high-efficiency nonpolar QDs were to be utilized. Nonetheless, it is well known that such a ligand exchange procedure can significantly decrease the efficiency of the QDs.
Our group addressed this issue by specifically employing LiCl as the host matrix [35], which can be dissolved
in tetrahydrofuran. Since the nonpolar QDs can also be
dispersed in tetrahydrofuran, incorporation of the nonpolar QDs into LiCl has been possible without ligand exchange. We showed that this encapsulation technique protects the quantum efficiencies of QDs. Furthermore, when
these LiCl-encapsulated QDs were integrated on an LED
under high current operation, the intensity of the QDs decreased by only less than 5% while the intensity of the
same QDs without LiCl incorporation decreased by about
65% after 4 days of operation at high currents.
Despite their high efficiencies and narrow-band emission, Cd-containing QDs suffer from their recycling difficulties and cost. This problem is typically confused with
toxicity. In these QDs, Cd is in its compound form. Unless
the particle is not charged, there are examples in the literature showing biocompatible Cd-containing nanocrystals [36]. Currently, for ecofriendliness, there is a huge
demand for developing alternative Cd-free QDs having
high efficiencies [15]. At this point, Cu and In based QDs
step forward. In recent years, these QDs have been successfully implemented in QD-LEDs and significant performance improvements were observed. For example, in
2013 Chen et al. hybridized red-emitting CuInS2 QDs with
YAG:Ce phosphor and used this film as a color converter
on a blue LED [37]. When no QD was employed, the white
LED had an LE of 106.9 lm/Welect and a CRI of 71.2 at a
CCT of 5423 K. Hybridization of the phosphor with QD,
on the other hand, increased the CRI to 81.9 without any
major change in the CCT. However, the LE of the white
LED decreased to 91.4 lm/Welect . This decrease emanates
from the lower quantum efficiency of the QDs compared
with phosphors and also from the tail of QD emission toward longer wavelengths where human eye is not sensitive. On the other hand, strengthened red content in the
emission spectrum contributed to an improved CRI. The
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Figure 1: (a) Spectrum of the quantum dot (QD)-integrated white light-emitting diode (LED) exhibiting a color rendering index (CRI) ~90,
luminous eflciency of the optical radiation (LER) = 357 lm/Wopt , and correlated color temperature (CCT) = 2982 K. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [10], Copyright Optical Society of America. (b) Photoluminescence of the red-emitting QDs embedded within silicone before
(black curve) and after (red curve) ultraviolet (UV) treatment along with the real-color photographs of their films under UV illumination before and after the UV treatment (inset). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [19], Copyright Wiley International. (c) Luminous eflciency
(also known as power eflciency) of the white LEDs produced by applying layered QD architecture (black) and mixed QD architecture (red) on
a blue LED. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [22], Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Illustration of the white LED produced using silica monolith along with the single color QD incorporated silica monoliths and the real-color photograph of the white LED. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. 26, Copyright American Chemical Society. (e) Real-color photographs of the QD-embedded salt macrocrystals
under UV illumination. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [29], Copyright American Chemical Society. (f) Real color- photograph of QD
and Au NP co-immobilized macrocrystals exhibiting fluorescence enhancement under ambient lighting and UV illumination along with their
scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy images. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [30], Copyright Tsinghua University Press and Springer-Verlag Berlin. (g) Emission spectrum of the Cu and Mn-doped QD integrated white LED. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [31], Copyright American Chemical Society. (h) Emission spectrum of the red-emitting QDs placed on bulk and
porous GaN surface with varying pore sizes. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [32], Copyright Wiley International.

same group also reported another color-converting LED
of CuInS2 /ZnS QDs spanning the visible regime. Employing green-emitting and red-emitting QDs together with a
blue LED, they obtained an LE of 69.4 lm/Welect , a CRI
of 95.1, and a CCT of 5322 K [38]. In 2014 Kim et al. reported the white LED prepared using free-standing films
of green-emitting hydrophilic CuIn0.2 Ga0.8 S/ZnS QDs embedded into PVA and red-emitting hydrophobic InP/ZnS
QDs embedded into poly(vinyl pyrolidone) [39]. The resulting white LED had a CRI of 94 and a CCT of 5322 K with an
LE of 34.2 lm/Welect . In 2015 Yoon et al. reported a greenemitting Zn-Ag-In-S and red-emitting Zn-Cu-In-S QD incorporated white LED [40]. This LED exhibited an extraordi-

nary level of CRI performance by achieving values >95 with
a LE of 54 lm/Welect at a CCT of 6500 K. In these LEDs, the
self-absorption problem was unavoidable because the QDs
having broad emissions absorb their own photons, which
eventually contributes to reduced quantum efficiencies. As
a remedy to this problem, doping the QDs with metal ions
can be helpful because the long-wavelength emission associated with the dopants cannot be absorbed by the QDs
themselves. Within this approach, Huang et al. synthesized Mn-doped CuInS2 /ZnS QDs [41]. In these QDs, Mn
ions were doped in the shell of the QDs so that two-color
emission can be observed from the same QD. The green
emission of these QDs was associated with Mn dopants in
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the shell while the reddish emission came from the CuInS2
core. The white LED prepared using these QDs reached an
LE of 61 lm/Welect and a CRI of 83. With a similar motivation, Yuan et al. synthesized Cu doped ZnInS/ZnS QDs
of which emission color can be tailored by controlling Zn
and In concentrations [42]. A white LED was prepared using green-emitting QDs on a blue LED chip. This LED exhibited an LE of 87.2 lm/Welect ; however, its CRI remained
at 71 and its CCT was 8110 K corresponding to a significantly cool white shade. Later in 2015, the same group synthesized Mn and Cu co-doped ZnInS QDs to realize twocolor emission from the dopant states [31]. The green emission in these QDs was associated with the Cu ions while
Mn ions were responsible for the reddish emission. The
white LED prepared using these QDs reached a CRI of 95
and an LE of 73.2 lm/Welect at a CCT of 5092 K (Fig. 1(g)).
Another work addressing this problem was carried out by
Zhang et al., who synthesized Cu-doped InP/ZnS/InP/ZnS
core/shell/shell/shell QDs [43]. These QDs also exhibited
two-color emission; the Cu ions doped into the core of the
QDs gave the red emission and the InP shell sandwiched
between ZnS layers emitted green color. The white LED
constructed by hybridizing these QDs with a blue LED chip
acquired a CRI of 91 and a CCT of 5295 K.
At this point, in addition to the literature of semiconductor nanocrystals, the recent developments on
phosphor-based nanocrystals, which have sizes smaller
than 100 nm and controlled shapes, are worth being highlighted since they share most of the strengths of the Cd-free
colloidal nanocrystals. The rare-earth ion-doped phosphor nanocrystals are especially of significance as they allow for excitation in the near-UV regime by increasing the
absorption cross sections associated with f–f Judd Ofelt
transitions [44] as opposed to their bulk powders excited
at shorter wavelengths. With this motivation Dai et al. synthesized ligand-passivated white-emitting Eu-doped Y2 O3
nanocrystals with quantum efficiencies about ~19% [45].
These phosphors were later integrated with a UV-LED and
the LE of the resulting device was 80 lm/Welect . Later Lü et
al. reported 2% Dy doped GdNbO4 nanocrystals emitting
white light when excited between 350 nm and 390 nm [46].
As an alternative approach, Wang et al. coordinated an organic dye on the surface of Ga2 O3 nanocrystals and realized white light emission via the energy transfer from these
oxide nanoparticles to the dye [47].These white-emitting
hybrid nanocrystals exhibited a quantum efficiency of
~30%, a CRI of 95, and a CCT of 5500 K. In another report, boehmite nanoplates having quantum efficiencies up
to 58% were employed for high-quality white light generation by Bai et al. [48] These materials were integrated on

a UV-LED emitting at 390 nm; the resulting white LED exhibited a CRI of 85.5 and an LE of 6.3 lm/Welect .
One of the important problems of the colloidal solidstate lighting is increasing the light-extraction efficiency
from the semiconductor emitters. In a planar architecture, the refractive index of the colloidal semiconductors
severely limits the extraction of the light. Therefore, increasing the amount of outcoupled light is very essential
to realize high-efficiency light sources. This problem has
been addressed for different types of LEDs including organic LEDs [30–32] and epitaxially grown LEDs [52–55] in
addition to LEDs using QDs for color conversion [32, 56]
and charge injection [57–59]. These works in general make
use of scattering structures that alter the exiting angle of
the light beam leaving the device and indirectly overcomes
the angular limitation imposed on the planar structures
by Snell’s law. Furthermore, these structures contribute
to the angular uniformity of the color-mixing light, especially when small-sized particles are employed [60], which
is a desired feature for general lighting applications. In
addition, gradually changing refractive index across layered architectures was also employed for improved extraction efficiencies [61]. In principle, there is no obstacle in applying these mature methods to QD-integrated
LEDs. In this framework, Diana et al. studied the extraction efficiency of color-converting QD thin films placed on
GaN/InGaN quantum wells [56]. It was shown that patterning the GaN/InGaN surface to define a photonic crystal improves the light extraction of the QD film by 40% and also
significantly increases the light intensity at off-axis. Alternatively, Dang et al. prepared a nanoporous GaN layer by
electrochemical etching [32]. Random texturing of the epitaxial layer was shown to improve the light-extraction efficiency and also constructed an appropriate host for the integration of QDs (Fig. 1(h)). The researchers used these patterns for incorporation of green-emitting and red-emitting
QDs on a blue LED. The resulting white LED exhibited a CRI
of 74 at a CCT of 6100 K. To improve the light-extraction
efficiency of QD-LEDs that are based on electrical charge
injection, Yang et al. studied the effect of ZnO nanopillars [57]. In this work, ZnO nanopillars were grown on the
LED surface from which the light outcouples. These structures were found to improve the extraction efficiency of
the green light produced in the QD-LED by 51.4%. In addition, ZnO nanopillars with a periodicity of 600 nm were
observed to increase the off-axis intensities significantly
making the light distribution more uniform. Besides these
experimental works, recent works estimated the possible
improvement on the extraction efficiency using electromagnetic simulations. The results show that it is possible to improve the light-extraction efficiency of the QD-
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LEDs by 65% for red-emitting and 34% for blue-emitting
devices while making the angular light distribution more
Lambertian-like if periodic extraction features made of silica are utilized [59]. In another work, it was shown that
employing a high refractive index substrate together with
microstructured patterns can enable more uniform angular intensity distribution and improve the extraction efficiency by 80% [58]. These theoretical works show that
there is still room for improving the fraction of the outcoupled light from the QD-based LEDs contributing to the
overall device efficiency.

3 Electroluminescent devices of
colloidal materials for lighting
In this part of the review, we briefly summarize early
milestone studies on electroluminescent LEDs of colloids
and then continue with reviewing major recent studies.
The first electroluminescent devices of semiconductor QDs
were developed right after their colloidal synthesis. The
early devices borrowed their designs from organic LEDs;
however, today original designs involving fully inorganic
architectures can be found in the literature. When Colvin
et al. reported the first QD-LED in 1994, the electroluminescence was not pure QD emission, instead it resulted simultaneously from CdSe QDs and p-paraphenylenevinylene
(PPV) (Figure 2(a)) [62]. The EQE of this LED, which indicates the number of photons obtained from the device
per injected charge carrier, remained only at 0.01%; but
today pure color LEDs as efficient as 20% [63], which is
the limit imposed by Snell’s law, are available (see Table 2
for a complete list of EQEs belonging to the QD-LEDs highlighted in this review). However, these efficiencies may be
further increased in case improved extraction features are
employed.
One of the main problems of the first QD-LED of
Colvin et al. was that the charge injecting layers and electroluminescent active region were not isolated enough.
This issue was addressed by Coe et al. [69] through
sandwiching the QD layer between N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’bis(3-methylphenyl)-(1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’-diamine (TPD),
which is an organic hole transport layer, and tris-(8hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3 ), which serves as an
electron transport layer. This device reached an EQE of
0.52%, which was the record at its time. Another important step in the QD-LED fabrication was the development
of high-quality films of QDs through solvent optimization [70]. This approach was mainly based on the phase
separation of two different solvents due to their differ-

ent vapor pressures causing the formation of large-area
hexagonal packing of QDs. Obtaining such high-quality
films further improved the EQE of the QD-LED to above
2%.
These early electroluminescent QD-LEDs were single emitters; however, especially for lighting applications
there was a need for white QD-LEDs. Anikeeva et al. studied this problem by adjusting the concentration of the
QDs of various colors in the monolayer film [71]. The reported device consisted of a hole injection layer (poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate),
PEDOT:PSS), a hole transport layer (TPD), QD monolayer
film, a hole blocking layer (3,4,5-triphenyl-1,2,4-triazole,
TAZ), and an electron transport layer (Alq3 ) all coated on
the anode in this order. Finally, cathode films of Mg:Ag
alloy and Al were coated on these films. The EQE and LE
of the white LED became 0.36% and 0.56 lm/Welect , respectively. CRI and CCTs have been measured to be 86 and
5562 K, respectively. Meanwhile, the monochromatic LEDs
produced using the same method reached a maximum
EQE of 1.6%. Later Anikeeva et al. [64] pointed out that
there is a need for a material with reduced highest occupied molecular orbital for achieving higher efficiencies.
However, alternative solutions were entailed due to the
lack of such candidate materials. The proposed solution
was using efficient layers that can nonradiatively transfer their excitons to QDs. Toward this aim, Alq3 , which
acts as an exciton sink rather than an exciton source, was
replaced by 2,2′,2′′-(l,3,5-benzenetriyl)-tris(L-phenyl-l-Hbenzimidazole). In addition, the air-sensitive TPD was
replaced by spiro-TPD to improve the shelf life of the QDLED. With this device architecture, EQEs were raised to
0.4%, 0.2%, 2.6%, 2.7%, and 1.0% for blue, cyan, green,
orange, and red QD-LEDs (Figure 2(b)). Despite the improved EQEs, the stability of the QD-LEDs at high currents
still remained a problem, which was mainly related to
organic charge transport layers. Therefore, Caruge et al.
replaced the organic charge transport layers with sputtered inorganic metal oxide layers [72] and used NiO and
ZnO:SnO2 as the hole and electron transport layers, respectively. These red-emitting QD-LEDs having EQE of
0.1% were capable of working under current densities as
high as 3.5 A/cm2 indicating a significantly improved shelf
lifetime.
To identify the reasons for the efficiency reduction
at high current densities, an important study was carried out by Shirasaki et al. [2]. In this work, high temperatures during the QD-LED operation, Auger recombination, and quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) were
investigated as possible candidates causing the efficiency
roll-off. The thermal camera measurements at the oper-
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Table 1: Colorimetric and photometric performance of the white LEDs using color-converting colloidal materials highlighted in this review.

Color converter
Quantum dots
Phosphor and quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Phosphor and quantum dots
Phosphor and quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Phosphor nanocrystals
Phosphor nanocrystals
Phosphor nanocrystals
Quantum dots

CRI
89.2
91.0
92.0
92.0
90.0
81.8
81.9
95.1
94.0
95.0
83.0
71.0
95.0
91.0
95.0
85.5
74.0

LER (lm/Wopt )
357
-

LE (lm/Welect )
40
46.5
58.2
91.4
95.1
34.2
54
61
87.2
73.2
80
6.3
-

CCT (K)
2982
4805
3442
5854
6591
5338
5420
5322
5322
6500
8110
5092
5295
5418
5500
6111
6100

Reference
Nizamoglu et al. [10]
Kim et al. [19]
Liang et al. [20]
Zhang et al. [23]
Xuan et al. [24]
Yoo et al. [28]
Chen et al. [37]
Chen et al. [38]
Kim et al. [39]
Yoon et al. [40]
Huang et al. [41]
Yuan et al. [42]
Yuan et al. [31]
Zhang et al. [43]
Dai et al. [45]
Wang et al. [47]
Bai et al. [48]
Dang et al. [32]

CCT, correlated color temperature; CRI, color rendering index; LED, light-emitting diode; LE, luminous efficiency; LER,
luminous efficiency of the optical radiation.

Figure 2: (a) Electroluminescence spectrum of the first electroluminescent quantum dot light emitting diode (QD-LED), in which the QD
emission is observed together with the emission of the organic p-paraphenylenevinylene (PPV) layer. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [62], Copyright Nature Publishing Group. (b) Power eflciency (also known as luminous eflciency) of the single color QD-LEDs spanning
the whole visible regime. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [64], Copyright American Chemical Society. (c) External quantum eflciency
(EQE) of the QD-LEDs made of CdSe/CdS and CdSe/CdS/ZnCdS QDs, which was specifically designed to suppress Auger recombination.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [65], Copyright Nature Publishing Group. (d) EQE as a function of applied bias belonging to the redemitting QD-LED. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [66], Copyright Nature Publishing Group. (e) Electroluminescence spectra and
device structure of a QD-LED made of InP/ZnSeS core/shell QDs. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [67], Copyright American Chemical Society. (f) EQE and luminous eflciency of an electroluminescent nanoplatelets (NPL) LED. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [68],
Copyright Wiley International.
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ating currents of the QD-LEDs showed temperature increases of only a few degrees, which rules out the high
temperature hypothesis. Since the charge retention times
of QDs vary from minutes to hours [73], reproducing the
EQE measurements after successive measurements within
seconds were related to insignificant effect of Auger recombination. On the other hand, a significant correlation was
found between the photoluminescence measurements under reverse bias and electroluminescence measurements
under the bias of the same magnitude. This showed that
the internal electric field across the device has an important effect on decreasing efficiencies at high current densities through QCSE. Another report that came out a few
months later, nevertheless, proposes an opposite argument relating this efficiency roll-off to Auger recombination rather than QCSE [65]. This might be related to internal charge accumulation and charging up at the interfaces. Bae et al. observed efficiency decreases at higher
current densities in QDs with thicker shells; however, if
the QCSEs were dominant, the efficiency roll-off should
have occurred at lower current densities in QDs having
thicker shells. Furthermore, the time-resolved photoluminescence decays showed distinctly different behavior under positive and negative biases confirming that QCSE is
not the dominant effect. They observed that the decay
gets faster when positive bias is applied and gets slower
under negative bias. Considering the appropriate band
alignment with ZnO to transfer their electrons and inappropriate band structure for hole transfer, this behavior
is explained by the electron transfer to QDs [74] leading
to increased Auger recombination. Based on this analysis, this research team also prepared an electroluminescent QD-LED using CdSe/CdS/ZnCdS core/shell/shell QDs
which are specifically designed to partially inhibit electron
transfer. This device exhibited significantly improved efficiency roll-off while its EQE increased to 7.5%, which is
more than eight times higher than the device fabricated
using core/shell QDs (Figure 2(c)). In the same year, the
EQE record was pushed to 18% by facilitating a balanced
charge injection to the QDs [66]. A good level of charge
balance was satisfied by sandwiching the QDs between
the ZnO electron transport layer and the spiro-2NPB hole
injection layer along with the LG-101 hole injection layer
(Fig. 2(d)). The record high EQE of the QD-LEDs was later
crowned by Dai et al. in 2014 by adding a thin PMMA layer
between the ZnO and the cathode [63]. This extra thin dielectric layer weakened the electron transfer and helped
the device to improve the balance of the injected charges,
in addition to avoiding possible plasmonic quenching of
QDs in the proximity of the ZnO layer. As a result, the efficiency roll-off was significantly eliminated and the EQE

reached 20%, which is the theoretical maximum for planar devices without extraction features. To address the efficiency roll-off issue, Dong et al. recently proposed the
use of a Cs2 CO3 layer for hole-blocking together with an
electron injecting a ZnO nanoparticle layer [75]. This redemitting device surpassed the brightness of organic LEDs
at a value of 165,000 cd/m2 at 1000 mA/cm2 current density.
Due to the eco-unfriendly nature of Cd-based QDs,
electroluminescent devices of Cd-free QDs were heavily investigated. The first demonstration of the Cd-free
QD-LED dates back to 2011, in which Lim et al. used
InP/ZnSeS core/gradient-shell QDs with quantum efficiencies >50% [76]. Despite relatively high quantum efficiencies of these QDs, they lacked tunability of the emission
spectrum and exhibited a very broad emission with full
width at half-maximum values reaching 70 nm. The LED
made from these QDs had an EQE of only 0.008%. Later
in 2012 Yang et al. synthesized InP/ZnS QDs with quantum
efficiencies >60% and their emission color could be controlled over the whole visible regime [77]. A white LED with
a CRI of 91 was fabricated using these QDs; the blue-green
emission of this device originated from the poly-TPD hole
transport layer while the red emission at 600 nm stemmed
from the InP/ZnS QDs. Later in 2013 Lim et al. synthesized
InP/ZnSeS core/gradient-shell QDs having quantum efficiencies >70% [67]. The fabricated QD-LEDs exhibited an
EQE of 3.46%, which is 10 times better compared with the
previous best device, and delivered a maximum brightness
of 3900 cd/m2 , which was five times better compared with
the previous state-of-the-art device (Fig. 2(e)).
In addition to QDs, solution-processed perovskites
have very recently been used in LEDs because they enable narrow-band emission and have high quantum efficiencies. One of the first electroluminescent LEDs made
of perovskites was reported by Tan et al. in 2014 [78].
In this work, infrared and green LEDs were prepared using solution-processed CH3 NH3 PbI3−x Clx . Electroluminescent devices of these materials were prepared by sandwiching them between large band gap titanium dioxide and poly(9,9′-dioctylfluorene) (F8) layers. Here, titanium dioxide serves as an electron injection as well
as a hole-blocking layer while F8 was used to confine the holes within the perovskite layer and block
the electron flow. The infrared perovskite LED reached
an EQE of 0.76% and a radiance of 13.2 Wm−2 sr−1
while the green-emitting perovskite LED had an EQE of
0.1% with an illuminance of 364 cd/m2 . In the same
year, Kim et al. reported an LED spanning the whole
visible regime by compositional control of solutionprocessed CH3 NH3 PbClx Bry I3− x− y perovskites [79]. In
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this work, a buffer hole injection layer composed of
PEDOT:PSS and tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoro-3,6-dioxa-4methyl-7-octene-sulfonic acid copolymer (PFI) was utilized
to obtain a gradually increasing work function thanks to
the self-organization of PFI. This work function modification helped to decrease the hole injection barrier between
PEDOT:PSS and the perovskite, allowing for better hole
injection and electron blocking. An additional benefit of
this PFI incorporation has been the prevention of exciton
quenching at the interface of hole injection and perovskite
layers. These green-emitting devices reached an EQE of
0.125% and a luminance level of 417 cd/m2 with an extraordinary narrow band-emission of 20 nm. In 2015, JaramilloQuintero employed solution-processed CH3 NH3 PbI3x Clx
to obtain a deep-red perovskite LED [80]. In the device configuration, TiO2 and Spiro-OMeTAD (2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,Ndi-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9-spirobifluorene) served as
electron and hole injection layers, respectively, while no
electron and hole transport layers were utilized. This LED
exhibited a radiance of 7.1 Wsr−1 m−2 and a maximum
EQE of 0.48%. Later Li et al. proposed the formation of
the perovskite layer by blending the nanocrystalline perovskites with a dielectric polymer to obtain a smooth
perovskite layer without electrical shunts and simultaneously to realize a charge-blocking structure [81]. The
electroluminescent LED was constructed by sandwiching
this perovskite layer between F8 serving as an electron
transport and a hole-blocking layer and PEDOT:PSS serving as a hole-injection layer. This green-emitting device
reached an EQE of 1.2%, which is two orders of magnitude
larger than the device without dielectric polymer. In the
work of Wang et al., this film-formation problem was addressed by incorporating a ZnO film within polyethylenimine [68]. This enabled the formation of high-quality perovskite (CH3 NH3 PbI3− x Clx ) thin films and serves as a low
work-function cathode for electron injection (Fig. 2(f)).
The deep-red-emitting device exhibited an EQE of 3.5%
at 160 mA/cm2 current density with a maximum radiance
reaching 28 Wsr−1 m−2 .
Recently, colloidal quantum wells of semiconductor nanocrystals also known as NPLs were employed as
active layers of LEDs. In the work of Chen et al. [82]
CdSe/Cd0.7 Zn0.3 S NPLs were used as the emissive layer,
which was placed on top of the hole-injecting PEDOT:PSS
and hole-transporting PVK layers. Subsequently, ZnO was
utilized on top of the NPLs as the electron transport layer.
The resulting red-emitting device exhibited an EQE of
0.63% with a maximum luminance of 4499 cd/m2 . Furthermore, the electroluminescence spectrum of these NPLs
showed a full width at half-maximum of only 27 nm. In the
same year Vitukhnovsky et al. demonstrated an LED using
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CdSe NPLs [83]. In this work, the NPLs were placed on top
of PEDOT:PSS and TPD hole injection and transport layers,
respectively. TAZ (3-(Biphenyl-4-yl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole) was coated on the NPLs as the
electron transport layer. This device had a turn-on voltage
at 5.5 V and the emission peak was located at 515 nm with a
bandwidth of only 10 nm. A red-shift of 8 nm was observed
compared with the photoluminescence peak, which was
attributed to the QCSE. Later, Fan et al. reported an electroluminescent LED with emission bandwidths as narrow as
12.5 nm [84]. In this work, the emission spectra of the NPLs
were controlled by tuning the Se/S ratio within alloyed
NPLs in the range of 481–513 nm. To fabricate an electroluminescent device, these NPLs were coated on top of the
ZnO electron transport layer. Following the spin-coating
of the NPLs, 4,4′-bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1′-biphenyl and MoO3
were coated as the hole transport and injection layers, respectively. The bandwidths of the emission spectrum were
found to decrease with increasing emission wavelengths;
and the narrowest emission of 12.5 nm was obtained when
the emission peak was at 520 nm. Nevertheless, the EQE of
this device was not reported.
Table 2: Summary of the external quantum eflciency (EQE) belonging to the electroluminescent light-emitting diodes (LEDs) covered
in this review.

Active material
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Perovskites
Perovskites
Perovskites
Perovskites
Perovskites
Nanoplatelets

EQE (%)
0.01
0.52
>2
0.36
0.2–2.7
0.1
7.5
18
20
0.008
3.46
0.1
0.125
0.48
1.9
3.5
0.63

Reference
Colvin et al. [62]
Coe et al. [69]
Coe-Sullivan et al. [70]
Anikeeva et al. [71]
Anikeeva et al. [64]
Caruge et al. [72]
Galland et al. [74]
Mashford et al. [66]
Dai et al. [63]
Lim et al. [76]
Lim et al. [67]
Tan et al. [78]
Kim et al. [79]
Jaramillo-Quintero et al. [80]
Li et al. [81]
Wang et al. [68]
Chen et al. [82]
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4 Colloidal materials for color
enrichment in displays
The colloidal materials have inherently important advantages for display applications. One of their most important
strengths is the narrow band emission, which broadens
the color gamut of the displays significantly. Another attractive feature of the colloidal materials is the precise control of the emitted color so that the desired colors can be
addressed by the size and shape control of the emitters.
Finally, the high quantum efficiencies obtained in recent
years have brought these materials into the focus of display applications.
One of the first works employing colloidal materials in displays was reported in 2010 by Jang et
al. from Samsung. In this work, the research team
employed green-emitting CdSe/ZnS/CdSZnS and redemitting CdSe/CdS/ZnS/CdSZnS colloidal QD nanocrystals in liquid crystal displays for color enrichment [85].
The synthesized QDs used in this study exhibited nearunity quantum efficiencies in solution. When they were
integrated on an LED after hardening within silicone, this
quantum efficiency was observed to drop to 72% and 34%
for green-emitting and red-emitting QDs, respectively. The
researchers blended these QDs and encapsulated them
within silicone on a blue LED. The resulting white LED,
which was used as the backlight of a 46 inches display,
reached an LE of 41 lm/Welect at a CCT of 100,000 K. The
obtained color gamut fully reproduced the standards of
the National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) and
easily surpassed the color gamut that can be defined by
phosphor-integrated LEDs. The spectrum of this white LED
and its color gamut are presented in Fig. 3(a), and a photograph of the display is given in Fig. 3(b).
Later in 2012, Chen et al. successfully decreased the
strong luminescence of the excitation source by recycling
the excitation photons using distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBRs) made of HfO2 /SiO2 [86]. In this work, the researchers used an UV LED to pump the spray-coated pixelated red/green/blue QDs and also white-emitting blended
QD film for color enrichment (Fig. 3(c)). Subsequently,
the DBR was coated on top of the color enrichment film
(Fig. 3(d)). This DBR layer was designed to have a stop
band at 400 nm with a bandwidth of 60 nm so that the
light coming from the UV LED can be recycled to excite
the QDs more strongly. As a result, more than four times
the intensity enhancement was realized for red emission
while the enhancements for green and blue were more
than twice and more than thrice, respectively, compared
with the color enrichment without DBR layers (Fig. 3(e)).

Thanks to the narrow bandwidth of the QDs, the color
gamut of the pixelated color enrichment reached 120% of
the NTSC color gamut.
In addition to the experimental studies employing
QDs for color enrichment in LCDs, it is also important to
identify the spectral features of QDs that can offer improved color definition. To address this need, Luo et al. [87]
carried out a theoretical study and determined the necessary amplitude, peak emission wavelength, and full width
at half-maximum of QD emission to realize high brightness
of the light transmitted through LCD color filters along
with a larger color gamut both in CIE 1931 and 1976 color
spaces. In this work, the authors simulated the performance of the display by varying the peak emission wavelengths and bandwidths of the blue LED along with greenemitting and red-emitting QDs. The minimum bandwidth
for the LED chip was assumed to be 20 nm while that of
the QDs was assumed to be 30 nm. The results showed that
there is a trade-off between the color gamut and the brightness after considering the transmission spectra of the color
filters. As expected, the emitters with narrow emission
bandwidths increase the obtained color gamut; however,
at the same time this decreases the total overlap with the
human eye sensitivity function for the red and blue emitters because of the accompanying shift of the peak emission wavelengths away from 550 nm where the human eye
is most sensitive. Therefore, increasing the color gamut
comes at the cost of reduced brightness. Considering all
these factors, Luo et al. showed that it is possible to improve the color gamut of the LCD with QD color enrichment by 20% compared with NTSC if the respective peak
emission wavelengths of the blue, green, and red components are 447.6 nm, 523.5 nm, and 634.8 nm. Corresponding
bandwidths are 20 nm, 30 nm, and 30 nm, while the relative amplitudes are 37.3%, 27.8%, and 34.9%, respectively.
In recent years, while the semiconducting colloidal
perovskites have attracted significant attention for lightharvesting applications, their high photoluminescence
quantum yields allowed for their use in light-emitting
devices. For example, in 2015 Zhang et al. synthesized
CH3 NH3 PbX3 (X = Br, I, Cl) perovskite nanocrystals having quantum efficiencies reaching 70% [88]. In addition
to this, the synthesized materials allowed for obtaining a
very saturated green color because of their emission bandwidths of 21 nm, which are significantly smaller than the
available Cd-based QDs and much narrower than those of
In-based Cd-free QDs. This narrow emission together with
the high quantum efficiency makes these perovskites suitable materials for color enrichment in LCDs. To benefit
from these feature of perovskites, the authors hybridized
green-emitting perovskites with red-emitting K2 SiF6 :Mn4+
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phosphor on a blue LED chip (Fig. 3(f)). Thanks to their
narrow emission, the proposed device covered an area of
130% of the NTSC color gamut indicating a significant improvement in the color definition of the displays.
To push the efficiencies further while realizing even
narrower emitters, Protesescu et al. synthesized Cs-based
perovskites [89]. These monodisperse nanocrystals of perovskites varying in size from 4 nm to 15 nm reached quantum efficiencies up to 90%. At the same time, their full
width at half-maximum values became as narrow as 15 nm.
Furthermore, these nanocrystals successfully spanned the
whole visible wavelengths through controlling the material composition. The researchers incorporated these materials into PMMA films and suggested their use for display color enrichment (Fig. 3(g), inset). Thanks to their
narrow emission bandwidths, these perovskite nanocrystals offer a color gamut of 40% beyond the NTSC standard
(Fig. 3(g)).

5 Electroluminescent displays of
colloidal materials
The electroluminescence of colloidal semiconductors has
also attracted significant attention for display applications. This is basically because of their color tunable,
narrow-band emission spectra along with high quantum
efficiencies. Different from the color enrichment applications of colloidal materials, their electroluminescent devices may remove the need for color filters and polarizers if
pixelated LEDs are utilized. Therefore, they may offer overall high efficiencies if stability issues are addressed and extraction efficiencies are increased.
One of the first applications of the electroluminescent
QD-displays dates back to 2008. In the work of Kim et al.
the green-emitting and red-emitting QDs were integrated
into an electroluminescent device structure [90]. The blue
emission was obtained from TPD that also acts as the hole
transport layer for QDs. The pixelated structure was obtained by contact printing and the critical distance between the pixels has been 25 µm corresponding to a resolution of 1000 pixels-per-inch (ppi). The electroluminescent
device was produced first by spin-coating PEDOT:PSS as
the hole injection layer. Later, TPD was coated as the hole
transport layer and also the blue-emitting layer in the pixels where no QD was employed. Subsequently, QDs were
integrated to the device structure by contact printing. TAZ
was used for blocking the holes and Alq3 was employed
as the electron injection layer. Finally, the Ag:Mg and Ag
layers were used as the cathode of the device. This device
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reached an EQE of 1.2% for the red component while those
of the green and blue components were 0.5% and 0.2% respectively (see Table 3 for a list of EQEs and brightnesses of
the electroluminescent displays reviewed here). Another
research team from Samsung Electronics also worked on
the development of contact printed QD displays [91]. This
team produced rectangular patterns of red, green, and
blue QDs sandwiched into an LED device structure. The
display size of the device was 4 inches with a resolution of
100 ppi and the brightness was as high as 16,380 cd/m2 .
The efficiencies of the printed QD-LEDs were improved by
25–52% compared with the control devices fabricated using spin-coating. In this work, the efficiency of the green
LED was further improved using plasmonic interaction.
For this purpose, silver nanoparticles were printed at a
distance of 11–12 nm from the QD layer and 71% enhancement in the power efficiency of the green-emitting device
was realized. An image shown on the fabricated display
is given in Fig. 4(a). In 2015, Choi et al. further developed
this methodology using the intaglio printing technique to
produce high-resolution QD displays [92]. In this work, the
electroluminescence of blue, green, and red QDs was realized within a wearable device having a resolution up to
2460 ppi corresponding to a pixel size of 6 µm (Fig. 4(b)).
This device reached a brightness of 14,000 cd/m2 at 7 V
and had an EQE of 1.5%. Furthermore, the performance
of this device was still maintained after 1000 deformation
tests.
Ink-jet printing is another attractive technique
for QD-LED fabrication because of its simplicity, costeffectiveness, and high production speed. This technique
was employed by Haverinen et al. in QD displays [93] to
define a 640 × 480 pixels geometry using standard photolithography techniques. Each pixel acquired an area of
19,600 µm2 with a pixel separation of 80 µm. The blue,
green, and red-emitting QDs were ink-jet printed into
these areas. The EQEs of these devices turned out to be
0.23%, 0.15%, and 0.1%, respectively for red, green, and
blue QD LEDs. Recently, QD LEDs have been fabricated
using 3D printing technique by Kong et al. [94] In this device, the LED was built up on an UV-adhesive substrate
by facilitating organic polymers as charge transport layers (PEDOT:PSS and Poly-TPD), solid and liquid metals
for contacts, and QDs as the active layer. The maximum
brightnesses of green-emitting and orange-emitting devices were measured to be 250 cd/m2 and 70 cd/m2 , respectively.
In 2015 Kim et al. employed electrohydrodynamic jet
printing to obtain high resolution patterns of electroluminescent QDs [95]. The researchers successfully tailored
the thickness of the QD layers by controlling the nozzle
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Figure 3: (a) Spectrum of the white light-emitting diode (LED) fabricated using quantum dot (QD) films on a blue LED chip along with the National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) color gamut (inset, yellow triangle) and the color gamut of the produced white LED (inset,
white triangle). (b) Display image of 46 inches display. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [85], Copyright Wiley International. (c) Fabrication methodology of the QD color enrichment produced using spray coating. The upper image shows the production of pixelated films
while the lower image illustrates the fabrication of all-color white color enrichment film. (d) A schematic of a white LED whose emission was
improved using distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) layers on top of the color enrichment film. (e) Enhancement factors for each color component. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [86], Copyright Wiley International. (f) Emission spectrum of the display backlight produced
by hybridizing a blue LED chip with the green-emitting perovskite and red-emitting phosphor. The color gamut is presented with the black
triangle in the inset. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [88], Copyright American Chemical Society. (g) Chromaticity points of the Csbased perovskites of colors spanning the whole visible regime. The black triangle represents the color gamut of the suggested perovskite
display. The inset shows the films of these perovskites in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) under ultraviolet illumination. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [89], Copyright American Chemical Society.

size, stage speed, ink composition, and bias voltage. Thicknesses down to 25 nm with pixel widths of 250 nm could be
reproducibly realized. To obtain an electroluminescent device, the research team used PEDOT:PSS as the hole injection layer and poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,40(N-(4-s-butylphenyl)) diphenylamine)] as the hole injection layer. Subsequently, the QDs were placed on these layers via electrohydrodynamic jet printing and the ZnO layer,
serving as the electron transport layer, was coated. Finally,

Al was evaporated to serve as the cathode. The maximum
EQE of the green QD-LED was 2.5% while that of the red
LED was 2.6%. The electroluminescence of the QD LED and
its device architecture are presented in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d),
respectively.
In addition to the pixelated QD-displays, electroluminescent QD-LEDs were also employed as backlight in
LCDs. One of these devices was demonstrated by Bae et al.,
where red, green, and blue QDs were mixed and then spin-
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coated [96]. Subsequently, researchers employed this device as the backlight of a 1.2 inch × 1.2 inch LCD (Fig. 4(e)).
This QD-LED reached a brightness of 6400 cd/m2 at the
current density of 250 mA/cm2 . The LE of this device has
been between 1.5 lm/Welect and 2.4 lm/Welect with EQEs
between 1.0% and 1.3%. Similar to this work, Oh et al. [97]
fabricated a blue-emitting QD-LED, but in this work greenemitting and red-emitting phosphors were placed on the
front face of the LED and white light emission was realized with the photoluminescence of the phosphors excited
by the electroluminescent blue QDs. This device structure
exhibited brightnesses of 1570 cd/m2 , 12920 cd/m2 , and
3120 cd/m2 for blue, green, and red color components, respectively, with respective EQEs of 6.8%, 2.8%, and 2.0%.
Due to the emission bandwidth of the phosphors used in
this work, the color gamut of the suggested display remained at 82% of the NTSC standard.
Table 3: External quantum eflciency (EQE) and brightness values of
the quantum dot based electroluminescent displays covered in this
review.

Reference
Kim et al. [90]
Kim et al. [91]
Choi et al. [92]
Haverinen et al. [93]
Kong et al. [94]
Kim et al. [95]
Bae et al. [96]
Oh et al. [97]

EQE (%)
0.2–1.2
1.5
0.1–0.23
2.5–2.6
1.0–1.3
2.0–6.8

Brightness (cd/m2 )
>100
423–16,380
14,000
122–352
70–250
11,250–36,000
6390
1570–12,920

6 Lasers of colloidal materials
The developments on high-quality semiconductor colloidal nanoparticle synthesis have also paved the way for
their application in lasers. Especially their low cost and
color tunability offer significant advantages over the epitaxially grown gain media. However, difficulties in making
highly packed dense films out of these materials significantly complicates the gain process; but these complications still do not make the lasing impossible.
The optical mechanisms of QD lasing were studied
in detail by Klimov et al. [17] In this work, they emphasized that the main obstacle for lasing is the competition between nonradiative and radiative losses. The optical gain within a spherical QD requires the average num-
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ber of electron-hole pairs (N) to be at least unity. If the
electronic structure and biexcitonic states are taken into
account, this number increases to 1.5 [98]. Today, the synthesis of high-quality QDs mostly eliminated the radiative
recombination problem but the Auger recombination still
requires special QD composition engineering. Considering the fact that Auger recombination is more dominant in
smaller sizes [99], the electron-hole pair lifetime is mainly
dictated by the Auger mechanism at high excitation power.
Therefore, population inversion can be obtained only if the
relaxation to the ground state occurs faster than the Auger
recombination [17]. This can be accomplished if the QDs
having larger gain cross sections are utilized and if they
are assembled in very dense films. Furthermore, the use
of ultrafast optical pumping can be helpful for population
inversion as well [100].
One of the first demonstrations of QD lasing was reported by Eisler et al. in 2002 [100] In this work, CdSe QDs
were stabilized inside sol-gel titania waveguides. The spin
coated film of this mixture was pumped with a laser having a pulse width of 100 fs peaking at 400 nm. A clear amplified spontaneous emission was observed from this film,
which was signified with the decreasing full width at halfmaximum of the QD emission from 28 nm to 7 nm. Subsequently, distributed feedback gratings were prepared by
reactive ion etching of silica layer on silicon substrate and
the titania-QD film was spun on this grating. The resulting
structure allowed for the lasing of the red QDs (Fig. 5(a)). In
the same year, Marko et al. demonstrated the lasing of the
QDs inside microcapillary tubes [101]. These microcavities
can support planar waveguide modes developing along
the tube length and also whispering gallery modes around
the inner circumference of the tube. Since there is no feedback along the tube, only amplified spontaneous emission
could be observed; but the feedback action provided by
the whispering gallery modes allowed for micro ring lasing at an excitation fluence of 1.25 mJ/cm2 (see Table 4 for
a list of lasing thresholds of colloidal lasers discussed in
this review). Later, Chan et al. demonstrated blue QD lasing by employing CdS/ZnS QDs [102]. These QDs were spincoated by embedding into silica sol-gel matrix in the presence of silica spheres to obtain a spherical resonator. By
pumping these QDs with a 100 fs laser at 400 nm, blue QD
lasing was observed at an excitation fluence of 3.7 mJ/cm2 .
In 2009, Zhang et al. employed two-photon absorption to
achieve QD lasing [103]. In this work, spherical resonators
of porous silica microspheres were used as the feedback
mechanism. The QDs were doped into the pores of these
micro beads and excited by a titanium:sapphire laser emitting at 800 nm. These QD-doped silica micro beads were
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Figure 4: (a) A butterfly image illustrated by the electroluminescence of quantum dot (QD) display. Inset shows a close look at the electroluminescent display. Scale bars are 1 cm for the larger photograph and 300 µm for the inset image. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [91], Copyright Nature Publishing Group. (b) Real color photograph of wearable QD display and the electroluminescence of the pixels (inset). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [92], Copyright Nature Publishing Group. (c) Electroluminescence of the green QD lightemitting diode (LED) produced by electrohydrodynamic jet printing and (d) illustration of the device structure. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [95], Copyright American Chemical Society. (e) Trichromatic QD LED backlit LCD unit. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [96],
Copyright Wiley International.

shown to exhibit lasing at ~610 nm starting from an excitation fluence of 0.5 mJ/cm2 .
In 2012, Dang et al. used specifically engineered QDs
to realize blue-emitting, green-emitting, and red-emitting
vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers [98] (Fig. 5(b) and
(c)). In this work, CdSe/ZnCdS core/shell QDs were employed to enable Stokes shift between the absorption and
the emission spectra that further helps to minimize the effect of the Auger recombination. The high quantum efficiencies reaching 80% within high-density QD films also
helped in the realization of laser operation. DBRs that
sandwich the spin-coated QD films were utilized as the
feedback mechanism in the laser. The suppressed Auger
recombination helped to decrease the amplified spontaneous emission thresholds to 90 µJ/cm2 , 145 µJ/cm2 , and
800 µJ/cm2 , for red, green, and blue, respectively, and the
lasing threshold for the red QDs have been reported as
60 µJ/cm2 .These values for green and red were an order

of magnitude smaller than that of the previous reports.
Later, this group employed these QDs on distributed feedback gratings to achieve lasing [104, 105] with power conversion efficiencies reaching 28% for the red lasers [105].
An interesting study on the lasing of QD solution was reported by Wang et al. [106] In this work, blue-emitting
CdZnS/ZnS ternary alloyed QDs were synthesized to obtain high-efficiency emitters with suppressed Auger recombination. These QDs were later incorporated into hollow fused silica fibers, in which whispering gallery modes
provided the feedback mechanism required for lasing. The
quasi-continuous pumping of the QDs by a laser having a
pulse width of 5 ns showed lasing after an excitation energy of 25.2 mJ/cm2 .
After the work of Zhang et al. [93], the use of the
QDs as gain media based on two-photon and three- photon absorption continued to be an important topic of attraction. For example, Guzelturk et al. [110] synthesized
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Figure 5: (a) Photoluminescence spectra of the quantum dots (QDs) between distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) layers below (dashed lines)
and above lasing threshold. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [100], Copyright American Institute of Physics. Real color photographs
of (b) red-emitting and (c) green-emitting QD lasers. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [98], Copyright Nature Publishing Group. (d)
Real color photograph of all-colloidal QD-laser and its emission spectrum (inset). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [107], Copyright Wiley International. (e) Integrated photoluminescence of the nanoplatelet (NPL) laser as a function of the excitation fluence. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [108], Copyright American Chemical Society. (f) Photoluminescence spectrum of the perovskite laser below (dashed
line) and above (continuous lines) lasing threshold. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [109], Copyright American Chemical Society.

CdZnS/CdS core/gradient shell QDs so that Auger recombination could be weakened. In this work, a record low twophoton absorption-pumped amplified spontaneous emission threshold of 6 mJ/cm2 was achieved for the blue QDs,
and this value was 60 µJ/cm2 for one photon-absorption
regime. Similarly, Wang et al. synthesized orange-emitting
CdSe/CdS/ZnS QDs having a quasi-type-II band alignment [111]. This energy band engineering allowed for
improving the three-photon absorption cross section as
well as suppression of Auger recombination and threephoton-induced random lasing was successfully demonstrated for the first time. In 2015, vertical-cavity surface
emitting lasers employing only colloidal nanoparticles
were demonstrated by Guzelturk et al. [107] In this cited
work, multiple layers of titania and silica nanoparticles

were spun to obtain a DBR that will provide the feedback for laser action. The gain medium in this work consisted of relatively small-sized CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs,
which exhibit high photoluminescence quantum efficiencies. The amplified spontaneous emission thresholds of
these red-emitting QDs were measured to be 29 µJ/cm2 and
5.02 mJ/cm2 for one-photon and two-photon absorption
regimes, respectively. Subsequently, these materials were
sandwiched between the DBR layers and stable lasing operation was successfully demonstrated after a two-photon
pumped excitation fluence of 764 µJ/cm2 (Fig. 5(d)).
Thanks to their high two-photon-absorption cross sections, nanorods were employed in lasers as well. For
example Xing et al. reported a nanorod laser by using
CdSe/CdS core-seeded nanorods [112]. These red-emitting
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nanorods were coupled to a microspherical cavity and single mode lasing was reported at excitation energies as low
as 0.99 mJ/cm2 . Gao et al. reported a nanorod laser which
also exhibits polarization anisotropy [113]. In this work,
CdSe/CdS nanorods were coated on the inner wall of a
capillary tube. Despite the existence of whispering gallery
mode, polarized gain was found to stem from the alignment of the nanorods, not from the whispering gallery
modes. The lasing threshold energy was 5.2 µJ for both
the TE and TM polarizations; however, with the increasing
excitation energy the degree of polarization becomes 0.72
which corresponds to a polarization ratio of 6.1. In another
work, Di Stasio et al. [114] used the coffee-stain effect to realize lasing action with water soluble CdSe/CdS nanorods
having a large CdS diameter, which decreased the effects
of surface defects during the ligand exchange. The films
of these nanorods had an amplified spontaneous emission threshold of 130 µJ/cm2 . To benefit from the coffeestain effect as the feedback mechanism, these nanorods
were drop-casted and this laser exhibited a threshold of
10 µJ/cm2 .
Owing to their large optical cross sections, slow Auger
recombination rates, and narrow emission bandwidths,
NPLs are also important candidates for obtaining efficient
gain media. The first demonstrations of stimulated emission with colloidal NPLs were reported independently by
She et al. [115] and Guzelturk et al. [108]. In the work of She
et al., CdSe NPL films were spun on glass substrate; the
threshold for amplified spontaneous emission was measured to be 17 µJ/cm2 , which was lower than the lowest threshold obtained using QD films [98, 116]. Thresholds down to 6 µJ/cm2 were obtained when CdSe/CdS
core/shell NPL heterostructures were employed. Simultaneously, Guzelturk et al. demonstrated lasing action from
CdSe and CdSe/CdS core and core/crown NPLs and systematically studied their optical gain performance. The authors observed that core/crown NPLs achieve improved
gain performance compared with only core NPLs because
of the increased absorption cross section and efficient interexciton funneling from CdS crown to CdSe core. This
achieved a record low single-photon pumped amplified
spontaneous emission threshold of 41 µJ/cm2 at the time.
A vertical-cavity surface emitting laser was fabricated using core/crown NPLs sandwiched between DBRs made
of silica and titania nanoparticles (Fig. 5(e)). Also, twophoton pumped lasing accomplished for the first time
and the corresponding lasing threshold was measured to
be 2.49 mJ/cm2 . Later, Olutas et al. studied the dependence of the amplified spontaneous emission thresholds
on lateral size in one-photon and two-photon absorption
regimes [117]. The results showed that larger NPL sizes

exhibit larger thresholds in the one-photon absorption
regime due to increasing defect population. However, the
threshold in the two-photon absorption regime turned out
to be decreasing in larger NPLs, which was attributed to
the significantly large two-photon absorption cross section
measured for the first time to be >106 GM. The demonstration of the first continuous-wave excited lasing was subsequently reported by Grim et al. in 2014 [118] In this work,
the CdSe NPL thin films were shown to have a stimulated
emission threshold of 6 µJ/cm2 under femtosecond pulse
excitation and continuous-wave lasing was observed using these NPL films sandwiched between DBRs reportedly
at 440 W/cm2 excitation power.
In addition to QDs, nanorods, and NPLs, perovskites,
which are considered as the rising star of the emerging photovoltaics, were also employed in lasing applications. Although these perovskites used for lasing are not nanocrystalline colloids, we include them
in our review because of their high performance. In
2014, Xing et al. demonstrated amplified spontaneous
emission using solution processed CH3 NH3 PbX3 (X=Cl,
Br, I) perovskites [119]. Thanks to their large absorption coefficients, very low bulk defect densities, and
slow Auger recombination rates, the threshold of the
amplified spontaneous emission was measured to be
12 µJ/cm2 . Later, Deschler et al. employed solutionprocessed CH3 NH3 PbI3−x Clx perovskites having a quantum efficiency of 70% within a vertical-cavity surface emitting laser [109] (Fig. 5(f)). The cavity was constructed
using a commercially available dielectric mirror and a
gold top mirror. The lasing threshold was measured to
be 0.2 µJ/pulse; furthermore, different from the QDs and
nanorods, no shift in the stimulated emission was observed. This may suggest that the lasing occurs not due
to a biexciton action, instead a single exciton action is
dominant. Finally, Sutherland et al. grew perovskites using the atomic layer deposition technique on glass for amplified spontaneous emission measurements and on silica microspheres for lasing [120]. For the growth of perovskite, a thin film of PbS was used as the seed layer; subsequently, CH3 NH3 PbI3 perovskites were grown through
the reaction of the PbS layer with I2 gas and later with
CH3 NH3 I. The amplified spontaneous emission threshold
of this film on glass was measured to be 65 µJ/cm2 , while
the lasing threshold of the films grown on silica microspheres turned out to be 75 µJ/cm2 .
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Table 4: Lasing thresholds of the colloidal lasers highlighted in this review.

Gain medium material
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Quantum dots
Nanorods
Nanorods
Nanoplatelets

Lasing threshold (µJ/cm2 )
1250
3700
500
60
25200 (Quasi-continuous pumping)
764
990
10
2.49

7 Conclusion and future outlook
Colloidal semiconductor materials offer high efficiencies
for lighting applications and their narrow emission spectrum allows for fine-tuning of the generated white-light
spectrum. With these materials, high color rendition performance, large overlap with the human eye sensitivity
function and warm-white shade can be realized at the
same time. The recent emergence of narrower emitters
such as NPLs makes the color control even better. There
is still room for the development of high-efficiency white
LEDs using this new class of emitters. When electroluminescent LEDs are considered, the stability of these colloidal materials needs to be improved so that devices
can reliably work under high-current operations. This of
course involves a careful band-alignment engineering of
the whole electroluminescent device. In addition, efficient
green-emitting and blue-emitting devices have to be fabricated so that low power operation targets can be realized.
Finally, despite the fact that internal quantum efficiency of
the red-emitting colloidal LEDs hits almost unity, outcoupling of the light still needs to be improved. By involving
light-extraction features, the EQEs of the devices can be
substantially increased.
On the other hand, the utilization of colloidal materials in displays has already found use in industry, thanks to
the narrow emission of high-efficiency QDs enabling displays with purer colors. With these materials, significantly
broad color gamuts beyond the requirements of NTSC were
realized. However, further improvements in these devices
could still be possible if high-efficiency narrow emitters
such as NPLs and some narrow band-emitting perovskites
could be employed. The main bottlenecks for this approach, however, are the low stability and low quantum efficiencies of these materials in solid films. Another important problem that needs to be addressed for the displays

Reference
Malko et al. [101]
Chan et al. [102]
Zhang et al. [103]
96
Wang et al. [106]
Guzelturk et al. [107]
Xing et al. [112]
Di Stasio et al. [114]
Guzelturk et al. [108]

based on liquid crystals is the energy loss due to polarizers.
The realization of efficient emitters that inherently emit
polarized light can significantly improve the efficiency of
displays.
The colloidal materials offer convenient flexibility in
terms of choosing the lasing wavelength in the visible and
infrared; however, to reach the ultimate goal of their electroluminescent lasers requires overcoming serious problems of colloidal materials including suppression of loss
mechanisms and increasing stability of the emitter materials. To date optically excited lasers of QDs, nanorods,
NPLs, and perovskites were successfully demonstrated
with pump lasers of femtosecond pulse widths. Nevertheless, lasing in continuous pumping regime in a robust manner is still problematic. The utilization of highabsorption cross section materials such as NPLs seems to
be promising, but further improvements are still needed.
Considering the developments witnessed in the past
decades, we believe that the practical problems associated
with the use of colloidal materials in LEDs, displays, and
lasers will be overcome in the near future. Within the last
15 years, the efficiency of the colloidal QDs have risen from
a few percent to almost unity, their stabilities were significantly improved, and they were successfully employed in
LEDs, displays, and lasers. With the developments in the
synthesis and composition, structure and shape control
of colloidal materials, they have a great potential to overcome current difficulties and enter the commercialization
phase in various applications.
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